
Some students from our school visited Sindorim High School, our sister school, and Incheon Sangok

They home-stayed at Shindorim H.S. student

school, the students could have a deeper understanding of each country. When they took part in some experiments, they

cooperated with Korean students. At the

various perspectives. This year Korea had a relatively warm winter, just like Japan.

 Date 22nd - 24th, December, 2015

December 221

@Sindorim H.S.

Home-stayed at student’s houses

December 23

Research presentation

Exchange meeting

Physics experiment

National Museum of Korea

 Participants 2nd year : 6 students, 1

 Student feedbacks

 We failed the experiment in the joint class, but it was a good memory to

one goal. It was my first to time to experience

English is. (2nd year student)

 By making friends overseas, I could broaden my viewpoint

 I have no regrets for the tour this time. I made a

many questions there and found many cultural differences. I could mak

student)

 One improvement in the research presentation was that

didn’t prepare a presentation where the

will make the one with a sense of humor.

Our presentation @ Incheon Sangok H. S

our school visited Sindorim High School, our sister school, and Incheon Sangok

student’s houses. Through English presentations and

school, the students could have a deeper understanding of each country. When they took part in some experiments, they

the National Museum of Korea, they learned about Korean history and culture

various perspectives. This year Korea had a relatively warm winter, just like Japan.

, December, 2015

231@Sindorim H.S

presentation

Exchange meeting

Physics experiment

National Museum of Korea

12 月 24 日（木）

@Incheon Sangok H.S

Research Presentation

Exchange meeting、

“String Art” class

year : 6 students, 1st year : 5 students (total: 11 students)

joint class, but it was a good memory to work together with Korean students

It was my first to time to experience not making myself understood in English, so

could broaden my viewpoint, which made me not care about tiny things.

the tour this time. I made a “to-do list in Korea” before I left Japan. Thanks to the list,

many questions there and found many cultural differences. I could make use of the last year

One improvement in the research presentation was that I couldn’t smile during the presentation. That

the audience could laugh and enjoy it. When I prepare a presentation next time

sense of humor. (1st year student)

Physics experiment@ Incheon Sangok H. S

our school visited Sindorim High School, our sister school, and Incheon Sangok High School in Korea.

and an exchange meeting in each

school, the students could have a deeper understanding of each country. When they took part in some experiments, they

Korean history and culture from

with Korean students to achieve

not making myself understood in English, so I realized how important

care about tiny things. (2nd year student)

left Japan. Thanks to the list, I asked

e use of the last year’s reflection. (2nd year

t smile during the presentation. That’s because I

pare a presentation next time, I
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@ Sindorim H. S.

“String Art” class


